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Authorities Qonsul ted 2-0
Albert Ouyp ____
_ 9 - 12
Gerard Dou 12a_ 18
Frans Hals 18a -25
Meyndert Hobbema 25a - 28
Rembrandt van Rijn 29 -62
Jaoob van Ruisdael 53 _ 70
Philips Wouwerman 71 73

INTRODUCTION
The following bibliography is not complete, but includes only
material contained in the Library of the University of Illinois. As
the amount of material in this library for the "dutch little masters
is scanty, it was thought that a bibliography bringing together
what there was for some of the more important of them, might be
useful. In the case of Rembrandt, a selection has been made which
excludes material of less importance. Ills etchings also have been
omitted. For all except Rembrandt, articles of general description
and criticism have been included in a list preceding the paintings o
each.
The paintings are arranged alphabetically, the present situa-
tion so far as known being given. An unmarked article indicates an






The Perry pictures have been used as illustrations and have
been placed as near as possible to the list of referances on the
painting which the picture illustrates.

Authorities Consulted
The references were found through Poole's index and the special
indexes of the Atlantic, Blackwnod, the Century, the Edlnburg review
and the Living age, The following books and art periodicals were
also consulted:
705 Art amateur; a monthly journal devoted to art in the household,
A A Dec. 1330 - Nov. 1882, June 1885-1009. V. 4-7, 13-42.
illus. H.Y. 1830-1900. Montague Uarks.
705 Art interchange, monthly magazine. 1393-94. ¥.30-33. illus
A I H.Y. 1893-94. Art interchange Co.
705 Art journal 1895-1904. V.47 - 56. illus. Lond. 1895-1904.
A J Virtue & Co.
*
705 Artist, an illustrated monthly record of arts, crafts & industri;
nR 1380 - July 1902. v. 1-33, no. 3. Lond 1880-1902.
Constable & Co.
705 Arts for America; monthly except July & Aug. Feb. 1896 - Liar.
AT 1900. V. 5-9 no. 3. illus. Chic. 1896-1900. Arts publish-
ing Co.
708.4 Baschet, Ludonic, pub.
g B 29 (Le) panorama; nos musees nationaux, le Louvre ft le Lurem-




Precis d f historic da l'art. Hew ed. Par. 1806. Maison
Quantin.
709 Bell, Mrs N.R.E. (Mengeus)
,
B41 Elementary history of art, architecture, sculpture, painting
by N.D'Anvers. Ed. 3. N.Y. 1080. Scribner & Welford.
750 Blanc, Charles.
B59 Grammar of painting & engraving, translated from the French
of Blanc's Grammaire des arts du dessin by Kate Newell Doggett.
N.Y. 1074. Hurd & Houghton.
750 Charrolin, John Denison, jr. & Perkins C:C.
035
Cyclopedia of painters & paintings. 4 V. N.Y. 1000.
Charles Seribner's sons.
760 Chapin, Willis 0.
036 Masters & masterpieces of engraving. N.Y. 1004. Harper Bros
709 De Forest, Julia B.
D 36 Short history of art. N.Y. 1001. Dodd, Mead & CO.
760 Delaborde, Vicomte Henri.
H 37 Engraving; its origin, processes & history, tr. by R.A.M.
Stevenson; with an additional chapter on English engraving
by William Walker. Lond. 1006. Cassel ^c Co.
760 Duplessis, Georges.






How to enjoy pictures, with a special chapter on Pictures in
the school-room by Stella Skinner. N.Y. /TOO. prang
educational (jo,
030 Encyclopedia Britannica; a dictionary of arts, sciences, &
^Enl general literature. Ed. 9. 24 V. Phil. 1875-89. Adam &
Charles Black.
709 Goodyear, William Henry.
G 63 History of art. Ed. 3. H.Y. 1888. A.S. Barnes & Co.
709
G 63 r Renaissance & modern art. Meadville, Pa. 1894. Flood
& Vincent.
927 Gower, Ronald Sutherland
,
lord.
G74 Figure painters of Holland. Lond. 1881. Sampson, Low,
Mars ton, Searle & Rivington.
758 Hamerton, Philip Gilbert.
H 17 Landscape. Bost. 1830. Robsrts Bros.
759 Hoyt, Deris the l..
H 85 Handbook of historic schools of painting. Bost. 1890.
Ginn & Co.
759
H85w (The) world 1 s painters & their pictures. Bost. 1899,
Ginn £ Co.
709 International art association.
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(The) fine arts; a course of university lessons on sculpture,
painting, architecture ft decoration., by specialists. Chic.
1900-1902 (Progress V. 6) International art association.
750 Koehler, Sylvester Rosa.
fKGl History of painting from the time of the Egyptians to the
close of the 18th century., a series of illustrations. Host.
1879. U. prang & (jo.
For cop. 2 see his Architecture, sculpture & industrial arts.
709 f K81.
034 Larousse, Pierre Athanse.
&L32 Grand dictionnaire universel 15V. Par. 1865.
034
($L32 Nonveaw Larousse illustre", distionnaire universel en-
encyclopedique. ed. by Claude Ange V. 1-6. Par n.d.
Librairie Larousse.
709 Lubke, V/ilhelm.
L96 History of art. tr. by P.E. Bunnelt. Ed. 2. 2V. Lond.
1869. Smith, Elder & Co.
709
L96gE Outlines of the history of art; ed by C.C. Cook. 2V.
N.Y. 1881 '77. Dudd, Head & Co.
709 Lubke, Wilhelm von, & Lutzow, K:P; A. von.
L96 Denkmaler der kunst. Ed. 4. 2V. Stut 1884. Neff.
705 Magazine of art, monthly. 1891-1904.

- G -
V. 14-88 illus. Lond. 1891-1904. Cassall & Co.
709 Mannal of the fine arts, critical & historical, with an intro-




759 Masters in art; a series of illustrated monographs. Bost. 1900
<jM39 Bates & Guild Go.
B Michel Smile.
r
R385 Rembrandt, his life, his work & his time; from the French by
Florence Simmond; ed. by Frederick v/edmer.«. 2V. Lond. 1894.
William Heinemann.
030 Hew international encyclopaedia; ed. by D.C. Gilman, H.T. Peck,
gIW2 & P.M. Colby. V. 1-14 N.Y, 1902-9:*. Dodd, Mead & Co.
378.13 Hew York (state)- University - Home education deo't
N48 ' f
v » 7 Travelling pictures. (Bulletin 32) Alb. 1900. IT. Y. (state)
-University.
751 Parkhurst, Daniel Burleigh.
?22 (The) painters in oil... Bost. 1898. Lee & Shepard.
750 Pone, Henry Rankins.
P70 Pictorial composition & the critical judgment of pictures...
N.Y. 1903. Baker & Taylor Co.
705 (The) portfolio; an artistic periodical: monthly 1884-°o
? 1892-
97. V. 15-21, 23-34. Lond. 1884-94. Seoley £ Co.
759 Radcliffe, Alida Graveract.
•rQ §






Schools & masters of pain tine, with an appendix on the
principal galltnos of Europe, 1T.Y. 1°05 C 7G. D. Appleton & Ooi
700 Samson, George Y/hi tefield
, D.D.
Sa4 Elements of art criticism... A treatise on the principles
of man*s nature as addressed by art... with a historic survey
of art execution... Phil. 10C7. J.B. Lippincott & Co.
700 Goule art company, Boston.
^3o° Complete art reference catalogue. Bost. 1902. Soule art Co.
705 Studio; monthly, Apr. 1895-\<«A V.l-31. Lond 1898-1904. John Lane.
St 1893-1004.
707 Tadd, J. Liberty.
^T12 New methods in education; art, real manual training, nature
study... N.Y. 1000. Orange Judd Go.
750 Van Dyke, John Charles.
V28 Art for arts 1 sake; seven. .. lectures on the technical beauties
of plates. II. Y. 1803. Charles Scribner's Sons.
750
V28m (The) meaning of pictures. .. II. Y. 1903. Charles Scribner's Sons.
750
V28t Text-book of the history of painting.
II. Y. 1804. Longmans, Green & Co.
750 Viardot, Louis.
|V65 Brief history of the painters of all schools. Lond. 1877.
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Sampson, Low, Marston, Searlo, & Rivington.
759 Vurdot, uoais.
V65w Wonders of European art. Lond. 1371, Sampson, Low, Son &
Liars ton,
759 V/aagen, Gustatf Friedrich.
Ill Handbook of painting J the German, Flemish & Dutch schools...
2V. in 1. Lond. 1360. John Murray.
759 Waters, Mrs Clara Erskine Clement.
gW51 Stories of art & artists. Bost. 1887. Ticknor & Co.
709 Works of eminent masters in painting, sculpture & decorative
q 789 art. V. 2. Lond. 1854. John Cassell.
709.2 Wormian, Ralph Nicholson.
W89 Abridged catalogue of the pictures in the National gallery
with short biographical notices of the painters; foreign schools
Lond. 1873. Eyre & Spottiswoode.
759
W89 Epochs of painting; a biographical & critical essay on
painting & painters... Lond. 18G4. Chapman & Hall.
I•..mm, r» ,r^ • A'' n f r-.*f/% T f
aoox
Cuyp, Albert. 1620-91.
Gen'l biography & criticism.
Armstrong, V/alter.
(The) Dulwich gallery. (see Magazine of art. 1892, 15:100-01.
Cole, Timothy.
Old Dutch masters. Aelbert Onyp. (see Century, Hay 1094, 26:58)
Crowe, J. A.
Albert Cnyp. (see Encyclopaedia Britannica. Ed. 9. 1877. 6:656
Onyp, Albert. (see New international encyclopaedia. 1002. 5:563.)
Hoyt, D.L.
Handbook of historic schools of painting. 1890. p. 148.
Hoyt, D.L.
The world* s painters. 1800. p. 204.
International art association.
The fine arts. 1000-02. p. 465.
Manual of the fine arts. 1866. p. 128.
Mason, E.
Aelbert Cnyp. (see Harper, June 1880, 61:61-64.)
Van. Dyke, J.C.
Text-book of the history of painting. 1804. p. 217.
Viardot, Louis.




Wonders of European art. 1371. p. 194 - 96.
Wangen, CP.
Handbook of painting. 1060. p. 426-30.
Iorman, R.N.
Abridged catalogue of pictures in the National gallery. 1873.
p. 32-33.
Epochs of painting. 1304. p. 452.
Cnyp, Albert - Paintings.
(The ) _deoarture L outr e , Par i s
.
Mason, E.
Albert Onyp. (see Harper, June 1830, 61:63)
k IPoore, H.R.




Brief history of the Painters of all schools. 1377. p. 350.
oLandscape. Louvre, Paris.
^ Cole, Timothy.
Old Dutch masters. Aelbert Onyp. (see Century, May 1894. 26:50)
Landscape wi th an avenu e._ Wallace collection.
Spielmann, M.H.

Gems of the Wallace collection. (see Magazine of art. 100^-01.
8511630
Landscape vvi Lh cattle & figures; evening . National gallery, London,
n» text.
Boll, Mrs N.R.E. (Meugens)
Elementary history of art. Ed. 3. 1880. p. 251.
Landscape v/i th cattle & figures ; evening , (see Portfolio, 1887,
18:25.
)
jandscape with cows. Buda-Pest.
^ Lttbke, Wilhelm von, & Ltltznow, K;F;A. von. pi. 101a?4.
Denkmaler der kunst. Ed. 4. 1384. pi. 101a :4.
Milking-time
, Dot I. National gallery, London.
^ Milking tine, lOTt. (see Portfolio, 1885, 16:157-0^.
IKoi: : c. rest .
^ No text.
Mason, E.
Aelbert Onyp. (see Harper, June 1880, 61:63.)
River scene with shipping. Wallace collection.
^ Spielmann, M.H.
Gems of the Wallace collection. (see Magazine of art. 1^00-0
25:112.)




(The) Dulwich gallery (see Magazine of srt, 1802, 15:100-01
• * • J
\
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Winter exhibition at Burlington house. (see Art journal, War. 1903
p. 83.)
Storm at sea . Longford castle.
Philips, Claude.




Imagination in landscape painting. (see Portfolio, 1386, 17:
154.)
View of Port .
Mason, E #
Aelbert Ouyp. (see Harper, June 1880, 61:62,)
Young shepherds with cattle in a sunny landscape. Mr. Rudolf PCaim.
'fc N° text.
Priedlander, M.J.
Mr. Rudolf Kann's picture gallery in Paris. (see Art journal,
May 1901, 53:153.)
(.50 .q
10^ eea) •3niJnlAq ecrno . . ~ .L ni noiinnl30ml
(•<V>tI8 ,0001 onuL iioqTaH cog) .qv© 4iodI©A
lA eeu) •alia cI nl v*oJ*«3 en/Joiq B 9nna2I 1Xo£lJI «nU
Dou, Gerard 1613-75 General criticism & biography.
Boll, Mrs. N.R.E. (Mengens.
)
Elementary history of art. 1889. p. 243-45.
Ohamplin J.D. & Perkins 0:0.
Cyclopaedia of painters <Sb paintings. 1900. 1:422-23.
Oole, Timothy.
Old Dutch masters. Gerard Dou. (see Oentury, Mar. 1894, 25:656-53.
Dou, Gerard. (see Mew international encyclopaedia. 1900-03, 6:246.)
Douw or Dow, Gerhard. (see Encyclopaedia Britannica. Ed. 9. 1875-
89, 7:328.)
Gower, R.S.
Figure painters of Holland. 1881, p. 35-39.
Hoyt, D.L.
Handbook of historic schools of painting. 1890. p. 143-44.
International art association.
(The) fine arts. 1900-02 p. 486-71.
Larousse, P.A»
Grand dictionnaire universel. 1865. 6:1169.
Lubke, Wilhelm.
Outlines of the history of art. 1881. 2:571.
Radchffe, A.G.
Schools & masters of painting. 1895. p. 322-23.
• ft •<
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Van Dyke, J.C.
Text-book of the history of painting. 1804. p. 210-11.
Viardot Louis.
Brief history of the painters of all schools. 1877. p. 342-43
Wonders of European Art. 1871. p. 198-200.
Waagen, G.P;
Handbook of painting 1860. p. 37"3-7€.
Wormunn, R.N.
Epochs of painting. 1864. p. 433-34.
XIjc to
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Don Gerard - Paintings.
Anna Maria Van Shurmaru^ see Shurmann, Anna Maria Van,
(La) Quisiniore hollandaise see (The) Dutch kitchen.
Dentist
. Dresden gallery.
History of painting. 1879. pi. 235:3.
No text.
Loehler, S.R.
it Larousse, P. A.
Nouvean Larousse illustre n.d. 3:627.
Dou t Gerard . (portrait)
^ Lubke, Wilhelm van & Lutzow, K:F;A. Von.
Denkm&ler der kunst Ed. 4. 1834. Atlas, pi. 100:6 Text p 305
06.
Dou, Gerard, (portrait) Ducal museum.
Brunswick.
^ No text.




. (portrait) Dresden gallery.
^ No text.
Bell, Mrs. N.R.E. (Mengens)







Figure painters of Holland. 1081. Frontispiece.
4r No texf
Koehlor, G.R.
History of painting. 1379. pi. 240:5.
Don, Gerard (portrait) Collection of George A. Hearn.
+ Howard, V/.S.
Gerard Dow»s portrait of himself. (see Harper, Aug. 1002.
105:470.)
Droifical .woman. Louvre, Paris.
Baschet, Ludovic, pub.
(Le) panorama; nos musees nationanx. n.d. v/np.
m Uhamplin, j:d. & Perkins, 0:0.
Uyclopedia of painters. 1000, 1:426-27.
^ Larousse, P. A.
Nonvean ^Larousse illustre. n.d. 4:475.
X Viardot, Louis.
Wonders of European art. 1871. p. 109,
(The) Dutch kitchen. Louvre, Paris.
^Larousse, P. A.
ouvea# Larousse illustre. n.d. 3:444.
(La) fct^ rne hydropique, see Dropsical woman.




Our illustrated note-book, (see Magazine of art, 1894, 17:395.)
oanre subject . ttelvedere, Vienna.
No
De Forest, J.B.
Short history of art. 1881. p. 287.
•^f No text
Lubke, Wilhelm. History of art. 1860, 2:408.
"^T No text.
Lttbke, Wilhelm.
Outlines f the history of art- 1881. 2:571.
Greengrocer Louvre, Paris.
Champlin, J:D. & Perkins, C:0.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 2:171-2.
(The) hermit . Dresden.
^"Lttbke, Wilhelm von. & Lutzow, K:F;a. von.
Jjenkm&ler der kunsf Ed. 4. 1884. Atlas pi. 96:11 Text
p. 297.
,(The) hermit . Amsterdam.
it Poore, H.R.
Pictorial composition. 1903, p. 100.
Lady playing on the virginals .
* W.A.






•OCX «cr «50r I «rro f 3 Icocuioo X/iiioJot'T
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Marchand de beignets * Museum of Florence.
^ Larousse, P. A.
Nouvean Larousse illustre'. n.d. 5: 918.
(The) ni£ht school.* Amsterdam.
Cole, Timothy.
Old Dutch masters. Gerard Don. (see Uentury, war. 1894,
25:656-57.)
Larousse, P. A.
Monvean Larousse illustre''. n.d. 4:43.
.Qld woman peeling apples . Ruston collection.
it Phillips, Olaude.
(The) Ruston collection; the old masters. (see Magazine of
art, 1894, 17:26.)
Poulterer s shop . National gallery, London.
No text.
International art association.




Rembrandt. 1894. p. 41.
Shurmann
?
Anna Maria van. National gallery, London.
•jf No tP.JCt
Our illustrated note-book, (see Magazine of art. 1894, 17:429.)
(.vc-aea










The r,ol<-i vveirJier . Louvre, Paris
Larousse, P. A.
Mouvean Larousse illustre. n.d, 6:811,
.Vowan siok of the dropsy , see Dropsical woman.
• tXOtd .f>.n III eaoijoiaj hcovudK
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Hals, Frans - General criticism & biography, 1584-1666.
Bell, Mrs. N.R.E. (Mengens.)
Elementary history of art. 1889. P. 233-34.
Blashfield, E.H.
Frans Hals & his art. (see Bookbuyer, Nov. 1902, 25:320-24.)
Frans Hals. (see Magazine of art. April 1903, 26:304-05.)
Frans Hals by Gerald S. Davies. (see Studio, 1902-03, 27:228-29)
Hals, Frans. (see Encyclopaedia Britannica. Ed. 9. 1875-89.
11:357.)
Hals, Frans. (see New international cyclopaedia, 1902-03. 9:17-18.)
Hoyt, D.L.
(The) world's painters. 1899. p. 190.
International art association.
(The) fine arts. 1900. p. 463-65.
Larousse, P. A.
Grand dictionnaire universel. 1865. 9:42.
Lttbke, Wilhelm.
\c r & eX/*H
Xo\c
>%ona eea) •aorxf 9oIrH
(.TOEtXX
! wdK uoa) .a/iait teX/H
>Jniaq a'bX'iow (wil)
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Outline of the history of art. 1881 • 2:553-54.
The master-painter of Haarlem. (see Nation, 9 Oot. 1902. 75J287-89)
Masters in art. 1900, p. 21-31.
Radoliffe, A.G.
Schools & masters of painting. 1805. p. 315.
Van Dyke, J.C.
Art for art's sake. Ed. 4. 1893. p. 236-37.
* Textbook of the history of painting. 1804. p. 207.
Van Rensselaer, M.G.
Frans Hals. (see Century July 1883, 4:417-18.)
Viardot, Louis
Brief history of the painters of all schools. 1377. p. 326-7.
Y/aagen G.P.
Handbook of painting. 1860. p. 330-32.
Worsvunv R.N.
Epochs of painting. 1864. p. 436.
Hals, Prans - Paintings.
Admiral . Portrait of an . Hermitage, St. Petersburg,
-fc Masters in art. 1900. p. 34. pi. 0.




London exhibitions. I see Art journal July 1003, 55:219.)
- Banquet of the offiocrs of the archers ' corps of St. Adrian *
Haarlem.
*k Goodyear, V/.H.
Renaissance & modern art. 1894. p. 190.
if k No text.
Koehler, S.R.
History of painting. 1879. pi. 233:3.
(La) Bohemiemie . Louvre, Paris.
^ Baschet, Ludovic pub.
(Le) panorama; nos musees nationanx. n.d. ump.
'Of No text1^ Bohemian woman. (see Arts for America, 1898, 7:545.)
No textw International art association.
(The) fine arts. 1900-02. p. 464.
Masters in art. 1900. p. 31, pl.l.
No text.
Parknurs t, D.P.
(The) paintor in oil. 1898. p. 159.
^ No text.
Van Rensselaer, M.G.
Prans Hals. (see Century, July 1883, 4:416.)
Cavalier, Portrait of. Wallace collection.
Bell, Mrs. H.R.E. (Megens.)




Hisotry of painting. 18B9. pi. 233:2.
Spiolmann, M.H.
Gems of the Wallace collection. (see Magazine of art, 1900-





il yC No text.
Parkhurst, D.P.
(The) painters in oil. 1898. p. 217.
- Prans Hals & his wife, Portraits of. Rijks museum, Amsterdam.
if Masters in art, 1900, p. 31-2, pi. 2.
No text.
* Koehler, S.R.
Histbry of painting. 1879. pi. 233:5.
I Hals, Prans. (portraits)
i!
Larousse, P.A.
Nouvean Larousse illustre. n.d. 5:20.
He.vthflysen . V/illem Van, Portrait of. Liechtenstein gallery, Vienna,
No t^x +
Bayet, Oharles.
Precis d'hist^ric de L'art. New ed. 1886. p. 291.
No text.
Blashfield, E.H.
Prans Hals & his art. (see Bookbuyer Nov. 1902. 25:323.)
Masters in art, 1900, p. 32, pi. 3.
THE FERRY PICTURES. 703.
„,
BOSTON EDITION. CHILD AND NURSE. EROM PAINTING BY HALS. 1 580 (?) -1 666.
Hillo Bobbe. Berlin gal lory.
^ Ohamplin, J.D. & Perkins C:0.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1000. 2:259,
+ No text
Hille Bobbe. (see Art amateur, Sept. 1093. 20:79.)
^"^Hii^e Bobbe. (see Hew international encyclopaedia, 100
^ Masters in art. 1000. p. 33, pi. 6.
^ Van Rensselaer, M.G.
Prans Hals. (see Century, July 1003, 4:410.)
(The) j olly man . Rijks museum, Amsterdam.
^ Masters in art. 1000. p. 33. pi.
^ Van Dyke, J.C.
(The) meaning of pictures. 1003. p. 116.
Laughing cavalier, See Cavalier, Portrait of.
Michael de V/ael , see V/ael, Michael de.
Nurse xnri chil d. Berlin gallery.
f Ho text. ,
Prans Hals. (see Magazine of art, 1003, 26:304-05.)
K Masters in art, 1900, p. 32. pi. 5.)
<r No text.
Nurse & child. (see Art amateur, Nov. 1804, 31:123.)
Officer, Portrait of, see Cavalier, Portrait of.
t -7* frr _^**
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Officers of the Archer corps of St. Adrian
Municipal museum, Haarlem.
International Art association,
(Tho) fine arts. 1000-02. p. 464.
"^Masters in art, 1900, p. 34-5, pi. 10.
•jt Ltlbke, Wilhelm, von, & Lutzow, K:P;A. von.
Denkm&ler der kunst. Ed. 4. 1884. Atlas, pi. 05 a no. 4.
text p. 204.
Old man , Portrait of. Longford castle.
^ Phillips, Olaude.
Dutch painter of the seventeenth century. (see Art journal,
1307, 49:333-34.)
Old woman, Portrait of.
^Ir Phillips, Olaude.
Dutch painters of the seventeenth century. (see Art journal,
1807, 49:3S3-34.)
Overseers of the hospital of St . Elizabeth . Haarlem,
•jf Ho text.
Koehler, S.R.
History of painting. 1870. pi. 233:4.
Peter Traick . W.Cuthbert Quilter.
Stephens, F.G.
The collection of Mr. W. Guthbert Quilter, M.P. (see Mag-









Rene Descartes (see Arts for America, Oct. 1898, 8:55.;
Reunion of the officers of St. Andrew, see Officers of the
archercorps of St. Adrian.
Son, Portrait of his.
No text.
Portrait of his son. (see Art amateur, Sept. 1898, 39:67.)
Waelj Michael de, see Michael de Wael.
Will em van Heythuysen, Portrait of see Heythuysen, Willem van
Portrait of.
Woman, Portrait of a. National gallery, London.
^ Masters in art. 1900. p. 33, pi. 8.
(The) young Koeymanszons van Alblasserdam, Mr. Rudolf Kann, Paris.
No text.
Pr i edl ander , It . J
.
Mr. Rudolf Kami's picture gallery in Paris. (see Art
journal, May 1901, 53:157.)
Younr manj Portrait of a. Lord Amherst.
Prans Hals. (see Artist, 1 Feb. 1094, 15:37.)
ID w X.
.ooor
Young woman, Pro trait of a. Berlin gallery.
^Masters in art. 1900. p. 32, pi. 4.

Hobbema, Meyndert, 1638-1704-
Oenoral oritiolsm & biography,
Ohamplin J.D. & Porkins, C:0
Cyclopedia of painters & paintings, 1000. 2:263,
Oolo, Timothy,
Old Dutch masters. Meyndert Hobbema. . (see Oentury, April 1894
25:832.)
Qrowe, J. A,
Hobbema, Meyndert, (see Encyclopaedia Britannica, Ed, 9.
1875-89, 12:32-3.)
Hobbema Heindert. (see Hew international encyclopaedia. 1902-
03, 9:461.)
Radcliffe, A.G.
Schools & masters of painting, 1895, p, 329-30,)
Waagen, G.F,
Handbook of painting. 1860. p. 442-45.)
Hobbema, Meyndert - Paintings.
Autumn .
y( Jarvis, Robert.
Sketching from nature. (see Art amateur. Aug. 1886, 15:5())

Avenue at Middelharnis , National gallery, London,
<>xt.
(The) avenue. (see Art journal, 1900, 52:117.)
No text
Avenue of Middleharnis. (see New international encyclopaedia,
1902-03, 9:460.)
^ Cole, Timothy.




Schools of painting. (see Encyclopaedia Britaiinica. Ed. 9.
1875-89. 21*459.)
>, New York(state)- University dept.
Travelling pictures. (Bulletin 32.) 1900. p. 336.)
. No text.
• Soule Art company, Boston.
Complete art reference catalogue. 1902. p. 501.
;/ormum, R.N.




Brief history of the painters of all schools 1877, p. 362.
Landscape. Buckingham palace.
l No text.
^ Bell, Mrs. N.R.E. (Mengens.)








The collector; art sales of the season. (see Magazine of art,
1900-01, 25:556.)
Will in the woods . Rijks Museum, Amsterdam.
^Lflbke, Wilhelm, von, & Ltitzow, K:P;A. von.
Denkmaler der kunst. Ed. 4. 1884. Atlas pi. 101a:7 Text
p. 310.
Middelharnis, Avenue of. see Avenue of Middelharnis.
View in Holland . Mr. Agnew.
Our illustrated note-book. (see Magazine of art, 1892, 15:394.)
1
View of _a lock. Mr . H . B . Mildmay
•
L.
(The) Bingham Mildmay sale. (see Magazine of art, 1893, 16:375.)
View in V/sstphalia . Mr. Y-^kes.
No text.
Stephens, P.G.
Mr. Yerkes collections at Chicago: the old masters. (see
Magazine of art, 1895, 18:98.)
View of _a water-mill . Messrs Agnew.
Roberts, W.
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Sketching from nature. (see Art amateur, Oct. 1886, 15:°4.)
Water-mill. Wallace collection.
^^Spielmann, M.H.




The Wallace collection; notes on the Dutch & Flemich schools,
(see Magazine of art, Sept. 1397, 21:204.)





L No^ Art for arts' salce. 1893. p. 203.
Text-book of the history of painting. 1894. p. 214.
Woody landscape . Dulwich gallery.
Armstrong, Walter.
(The) Dulwich gallery. (see Magazine of r.rt, 1892,
15:68.)

'! REMBRANDT- VAIJ RUN, 1607-3:)
Paintings.




Abraham , Sacrifice of .
•^r
Blanc, Charles.
Grammar of painting & engraving. 1874. p. 35-87.
Abraham , Sacrifice of . 1635. Hermitage, St. Petersburg.
^ Oharaplin, J:D. & Perkins, 0:0.





, Lesson in. 1632. The Hague.
*k Ohamplin, J:D. & Perkins, 0:0.
Oyclopedia of painters & paintings. 1900. 1:37-30.
JL. No text
* Goodyear, W:H.
Renaissance & modern art. 1894. p. 189.
Hastie, W.





(The) fine arts. 1900-02. p. 461-62, 460.
No text. •
Koehlor, S.R.
History of painting. 1070. pi. 234:2.
Lubke, Wilhelm von, & Ltitsow, K:F;A. Von.
DenkmMer der kunst. Ed. 4. 1B84.
Atlas pi. 96:5 text p. 295-06.
Masters in art. 1000. p. 30-31. pi. 2.
tliohol, Emile.
Rembrandt. 1894. p. 131-36.
Viardot, Louis.
V/onders of European art. 1371. p. 177-70.
Waagen, G.F.
Handbook of painting. 1360. p. 341-42.
V/ormun, R.N.
Epochs of painting. 1864. p. 425.
r Anatomy lesson (detail.) 1632. Hague.
La Farge, John.
Rembrandt (see MoOlure. April. 1902, 18:303.
An^el Raphael leaving Tobias, see Raphael leaving Tobi














Baptism of the ennuch. abt 16°3Z29. Oldenberg (?)
ichel, Emile.
Rembrandt. 1894. 1:50-51, 53.
C Rembrandt & the Dutch school. (see Blackwood, Hov. 1093,
154:634.)
Same - Living age, 23 Dec. 1093, 199:714.
Bathsheba . 1643. The Hague.
LIichel, Emile.
Rembrandt. 1894. 1:301-02.
Bathsheba. 1654. Louvre, Paris.
Michel, Emile.
Rembrandt. 1894. 2:69-70.
Qurgomastey Pancra_s & his ?n.fe. abt. 1635. Buchingham palace.
if Michel, Emile.
Rembrandt. 1094. 1:180-81.















(The) Wallace collection. Notes on the Dutch & Flemish schools,
(see Magazine of art, Sept. 1097, 21:205.)
International art association.
(The) fine arts. 1900-02. p. 462.
(The) Oarperters household. 1640. Lourve, Paris.
Michel, Emile.
Rembrandt, 1894. 1:266.
Christ at Emmans, see Supper at Emmans.
Ohrist appearing to the Magdalene, see Notv me tangere.
Qhrist before Pilate , n.d. National gallery, London.
^ N0ur
T
illustrated note-book. (see Magazine of art, 1804, 17:252.)







, Pigure of. 1658-60. Oount Orloff Davidoff.
^ Michel, Emile.
Rembrandt. 1804. 21125, 127.
Oleopatra at her toilet, see Artemisia receiving the ashes of
Mansolus.
Jonspiracy of dlaudius Oivili. 66 Stockholder museum.
^r9uchel, Emile.
Rembrandt. 1804. 2:148-52.
Ooppenol, Portrait of. abt. 1632. Cassel museum.
"kCMichel, Smile. #
Rembrandt. 1804. 1:114-16.




Danae. 1636. Hermitage, St. Petersburg.
Michel, Emile.
Rembrandt. 1804. p. 223-25.
Qavid playi ng the harp before Saul . 1660. M. Bourgeois of Paris.
Michel, Emile.
Rembrandt. 1304. 2:128.
US r a r •
Aw
.rru




Doath of Luoretia . 1664.
Michel, Emile.
Renbrandt. 1004. 2:170-71.
Denial of St. Peter. 1656. Hermitage, St. Petersburg.
Michel, Emile.
Rembrandt. 1804. 2:105-06.




Brief history of the painters of all schools. 1377. p. 334.
Wonders of European art. 1871. p. 185-86.
Dr. Arnold Tholinx. 1656. M. Edward Andre.
r^T Michel, Emile.
Rembrandt. 1804. 2:101.
Dr. J. Deyman's lesson in anatomy. 1656. Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam.












Dutch Burgomaster, n.d. Warwick castle.
Gray, J.M.
Warwick castle & its art treasures. (see Magazine of art,
1091, 14:4.)
Ecce homo , n.d. Prince Esterhazy.
Viardot, Lottis.
Brief history of tho painters of all schools. 1877. p. 334-35.
Wonders of European art. 1871. p. 186-87.
Sleazar Swalnius , Portrait of. 1637. Antwerp, museum,
pt Masters in art- 1900. p. 32. pi. 6.
|j




New methods in education. 1899. p. 398.
rBWhite, I.M.
Hote on Rembrandt's animal studies. (see Magazine of art,
May 1903, 27:357.)
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Elizabeth Bas , Portrait 'of abt. 1643. Ryks museum, Amsterdam,
if Goodyear, W:H:
Renaissance & modern art. 1094. p. 191.
ifC Masters in art. 1900. p. 32-33 pi. 7.
Michel, Emile.
Rembrandt. 1094. is 306-7.
Family groups, abt. 1668-G9. Brunswick museum.
Michel, Emile.
Rembrandt. 1894. 2:184-05.
(The) flagellation. 1668. Darnstadt museum.
I* C
Miahel, Emile.
Rembrandt. 1894. 2 J 185-87.
grans Bruynnigh . 1658. Oassel museum.
I lr Michel, Emile.
Rembrandt. 1894. 2:111-12.




Girl with a. broom, abt. 1654. Hermitage, St. Petersburg,
Michel, Emile.
















Good Samaritan . Study for. n.d. Berlin print room.
X Michel, Emilo.
Rembrandt. 1804. 2:8.














Hendriok.ie Stoffels , abt. 1652. Lourve.
**
Michel, Emilo.
Rembrandt. 1804. 2:68, 60.
njf' No text.
Rensselaer, 1,1 . G . van.





Hondrickjl Stoffols . - 38 -
aDL. lbb8-o(r. national gallery of Scotland.
if Michel Emile. .
Rembrandt. 1894. 2:73.
I^White, J.F.
" Hendricke S toffels" by Rembrandt. (see Magazine of art,
1803, 16:308-09.)
Holy family. 1646. Oassel gallery.
Michel, Emile.
Rembrandt. 1894. 1:300.
Holy family. 1645. Hermitage, St. Petersburg.
Michel, Emile.
Rembrandt. 1894. 1:299.
Holy family. 1631. Munich PinacotheXi.
Michel, Emile.
Rembrandt. 1894. 1:68-70.
Hut of the big tree.
Blanc, Charles.
Grammar of painting & engraving. 1874. p. 210-13.




Jacob, Blessing of. 1656. Oassel gallery.






Cyclopedia of painters & paintings. 1900. 2:323, 324.
Michel, Emile.
Rembrandt. 1094. 2:104-05, 223.
Jan Hermansz Krul . 1633. Gas s el museum.
Michel, Emile.
Rembrandt. 1394. 1:140-41, 145.
Jew merchant. National gallery.
^Portrait of a Jew merchant. (see Portfolio, 1833, 19:25./
Jewish t(ride . 1634. Hermitage, St. Petersburg.
•^T Michel, Emile.
Rembrandt. 1894. 1:175, 177.
Jewish tTide . 1632. Liechtenstein gallery.
rC Michel, Emile.
Rembrandt. 1894. 1:168, 169-70.
Jewish bride. 1665. Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam.
\rC Michel, Smile.
Rembrandt. 1894. 2:171, 172.
Jewish bride, Study for. 1634. Albertina.
'Michel, Emile.
r.~ur-





Joseph's coat. n»d. Earl of Derby.
•jf No tczi
Armstrong, Walter.
Rembrandt: Amsterdam & London. (see Magazine of art. 1398-
99, 23:227.)
Judas returning the price of betrayal to the high priest.
C Michel, Smile.
Rembrandt. 1394. 1:59-61.
L^dy wi bh a fan . 1641. Buckingham palace,
•^T Michel, Smile.
Rembrandt. 1894. 1:271, 272.




Landscape with swans, n-d. Madame Lacroix.
Michel, Emile.
Rembrandt. 1894. 2:47.













Man in a helmet, n.d. Berlin museum.
Armstrong, Walter.
Rembrandt: Amsterdam & London. (see Magazine of art. 1090-
99. 23:224.)
La Farge, John.
Rembrandt. (see Mo Olure, April 1902. 10:512.)
Man in armour . 1655. Glasgow corporation gallery.
^ Armstrong, V/alter.





Study of a man in armour. (see Portfolio, 1893, 24:219.)










•^001 XiicyA «onrI0 oi: ot.a) •Jbnaidmefi
003) •rfrbnoj | p?al>*i©J anA |J brcaicfnttjl
icq ooe) .uremia ni nam a to vibi/J^
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Man with a fur cap . 1637. Hermitage, St. Petersburg.
v No text.
Goodyear WlUi
Renaissance & modern art. 1804. p. 329.
^Masters in art. 1900. p. 30. pl.l.
Michel, Emile.
Rembrandt. 1894. 1:216-17.
Manoah 1 s prayer , (fragment) 1641. Dresden gallery.
*
Michel, Emile.
Rembrandt. 1894. 1:267-68, 270.




(Le) menage du Mennisier. see Carpenter's household.
Mennonite preacher Anslo. Berlin gallery.
<4f No text.
Brinton, Christian.
Rembrandt & sincerity. (see Critic, Jan. 1901, 38!frontis-
piece. )
nicbon
• J iq r.i b*xc>Jb
.. Xfna t Xorfc.
X£ • >.' > '1o yriJC'
•noiJouXXoo
• f :I> £ J G X L ' w
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Money changer. 1627. Berlin museum.
^S/ichel, Emile.
Rembrandt. 1094. 1:26-27, 29.




Our illustrated note-book. (see Magazine of art. 1894, 17: 395. )
Night watch, see Sortie of the Banning Sock company.
Nol i me tangent 1638. Buckingham palace.
^ Michel, Emile.
Rembrandt. 1894. 1:234.
Noli me tangere .
Michel, Smile.
Rembrandts. 1894. 2:12, 19-20.












Pacifica tion of Holland. (fragment) 1G48. Rotterdam museum.
^ Michel, Emile.
Rembrandt. 1394. 2:14-15.
Painter's study, n.d. Glasgow corporation art gallery.
* Notes & queries. (see Liagazine of art, 1809-1900, 24:140.)
Philip baptising the ennuch, see Baptism of the eunuch.




Rensselaer, I.I. G. van.
Old Dutch masters. Rembrandt. (see Century, Dec. 1393,
25:164.)




Pilate washing his hands, abt. 1656. M. Sedelmeyor.
-^C Michel, Emile.
Rembrandt. 1894. 2:106.







Works of eminent masters, p. 63-64-.
Portrait of a bay. n.d. Earl Spencer.
No text
Armstrong, Walter.
Rembrandt: Amsterdam & London. (see Magazine of art, 1898-
08, 23:226.)
Portrait of a lady. 1636. Liechtenstein gallery, Vienna.
7" Masters in art. 1900. p. 51. pi. 3.
Portrait of a lady. n.d. National gallery, London.
^ Portrait of a Udy by Rembrandt. (see Magazine of art, 1808-00,
23:304.)
?or trait of a man. 1632. Brunswick museum.
^ Michel, Emile.
Rembrandt. 1804. 1:130, 140.
Portrait of a man 1641. Brussels museum.
Michel, Emile.
Rembrnadt. 1804, 1:271, 272.
Portrait of a man. n.d. Holford collection.
Michel, Emile.
Rembrandt. 1804. 1:100.
Portrait of a man, n.d. National gallery, London.
THE PERRY PICTURES. 71S, FROM PAINTING BY REM8RAN0T. 1607-1669.
PORTRAIT OF AN OLD WOMAN
Portrait of a man. (soo Art amateur, July 1094, 31:23.)
Portrait of a man. n.d. national gallery, London.
^ Portrait of a man. (see Magazine of art, 1898-90, 23:241, 246.)
Portrait of a mathemat ician. 1656. Cassel gallery.
C Michel, Smile.
Rembrandt. 1894. 2:100.
Portrait of a personage. n*d. Mr. Sanderson.
Portrait of an old lady. 1634. National gallery, London.
Ike
Michel, Emile.
Rembrandt. 1804. is 150-51, 153.
t«xt.
Portrait of an old lady. (see Art amateur, Sept. 1804, 31:68.)
Portrait of an old rn^an. n.d. Old Pinacothek, Munich.
ryC No text.
Hoyt, D.L.
(The) world's painters &. their pictures. 1800. p. 102.
* MOnkhouse, Oosmo.
A northern home. The old master*. (see Art journal, 1807,
49:272.)
Portrait of an old woman . 1654. Hermitage, St« Petersburg.
*c
Michel, Emile.
Rembrandt. 1804. 2:76, 78.
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Portrait of a woman 1633. Brunswick museum.
^ Michel, Ernile.
Rembrandt. 1894. 1:139, 141.
Portrait of a woman. 1641. Hermitage, St. Petersburg.
' ^ No texl
La Farge, John.
Rembrandt. (see Mc Glure, April 1902, 18:505.)








Preachinh of John the Baptis t. 1655(?) n.p.
C Michel, Smile.
Rembrandt. 1894. 2:107-09.




Presentation in the temple. (see Art amateur, Jan. 1894, 30:9.)
Rape of Ganymede. 1635. Dresden gallery.
THE perry pictures. 715. Pitti Florence
•




History of art. 1869. 2:398.
C Michel, Emile.
Rembrandt. 1894. 1:221-22.




Raphael leaving Tobias. 1637. Louvre, Paris.
f Ohamplin, J ID. & Perkins, 0:0.
Oyclopedia of painters & paintings. 1900. 4:12.
: C Michel, Emile.
Rembrandt. 1894. 1:231-33.
Rembrandt (portrait.) n.d. n.p.
^ International art association.
(The) fine arts. 1900-02. p. 462.
Rembrandt (portrait) n.d. n.p.
Jl»o t«xt.w Koehler, G.R.
History of painting. 1879. pi. 234:1.
Rembrandt (portrait) n.d. Oassel museum.
*c
Michel, Emile.
Rembrandt. 1894. 1:28, 30-31.
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Rembrandt (portrait) abt. 1029. Pormvay court.
i No t»xt.
Baxter, Sylvester.
(An) American palace of art. (see Oentury, Jan. 1004. 67:7-74.)
Rembrandt (portrait) abt. 1629-30. Hague museum.
Up,Liichel, Ernie.
Rembrandt. 1804. It31-32,
Rembrandt (portrait) 1632. Louvre, Paris.
Baschet, Ludovic, pub.




Rembrandt. 1804. 11 frontispiece.
^Masters in art. 1000. pi. 11.




Rembrandt (portrait) 1634. Hague museum,
Michel, Eraile.
Rembrandt. 1804. 1:215.
Rembrandt (portrait) abt. 1635-36. Berlin museum.
WNo Wt /Rembrandt. (see Art interchange, Jan. 1804, 32:7./
t
Rembrandt. (see Arts C 'V America, Mar* 1000, 0:58.)
Rembrandt (portrait) abt. 1630. National gallery, London.
"A" Nov/ York (state) - University - Home education depH.
Travelling pictures. (Bulletin 32) p. 346.
Rembr ndt (portrait) 1641. Buckingham palace.
Nc text.
La Farge, John.
Rembrandt. (see Ko Glure, April 1902, 18:502.)
Rer.ibra.idt (portrait) 1658. Lord Ilchester.
Michel, Eir.il e.
Rembrandt. 1804. 2:115-16, frontispiece.
Rembrandt (portrait) 1658. Imperial gallery, Vienna.
I >^No text.
Armstrong, Walter.
Rembrandt. (see Portfolio, 1802, 23:111.)
Rembrandt (portrait) 1660. Louvre, Paris.
^Michel, Smile.
Rembrandt. 1804. 2:138, 140.
Rembrandt (portrait) abt. 1666-68. mR. Oarstanjen.
C Michel, Smile.
Rembrandt. 1804. 2:189.
Rembrandt & Saskia. abt. 1635. Dresden gallery.
t r r r •
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Michel, ^mile.
Rembrandt. 1894. 1| 182-83.
^Ltlbke, Wilhelm. van, & Lutzow, K:P;A. Van.
Denkmaler der kunst. 1884. Atlas pi. 06:1, text p. 295.
Rembrandt's father, abt. 1629. Mr. Chamberlain, of Brighton.
'
Michel, Emile.
Rembrandt. 1394. 1:43, 44.
Rembrandt's father. n.d. n.p.
^ No text.
Michel, ILmile,
Rembrandt. 1894. 1:45, 49.





. n.d. Hermitage, St. Petersburg.
^ No text.
Viardot, Louis.
Brief history of the painters of all schools. 1877. p. 334.
Ramb i and t ' s mother . abt. 1639^10. Imperial museum, Vienna.
Rembrandt. (see Art interchange, Jan. 1904. 32:8.)
Rembrandt's mother, n.d. l.Ir. Arthur Sanderson.
L'flsnkhouse, Cosmo.




Rembrandt's studio, n.d. Louvre.
; ichel, Emile*
Rembrandt. 1894. 1:252.
Renior Anslo with his mother , 1641. Lady Ashburnham.
Michel, Emile.
Rembrandt. 1894. 1:272-74.
(The) resurrection. 1639. n.p.
C Michel, Emile.
Rembrandt. 1894. 1:162-64.
(The ) ruin 1650 . Oassel museum.
G Michel, Emile.
Rembrandt." 1894. 2:46.
St Anastasisius. 1631. Stockholm museum.
C Michel, Emile.
Rembrandt. 1894. 1:65-66.
w Saint Jerome" Study for. 1631. Louvre, Paris.
Michel, Emile.
Rembrandt. 1394. 1:50, 51.
Saint Matthew & the angel . 1661. Louvre, Paris,
Michel, Emile.
Rembrandt. 1894. 2:145.
• ./J.J — I
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,St. Paul in prison. 1627. Stuttgart museum.
C La Farge, John.
' Rembrandt. (see Mo Clure, April 1002, 10:506-07.)
]C Michel, Emile.
Rembrandt. 1894. 1:26.
St. Peter's boat. 1633. Lord Francis Pelham-Cli "TV tan.
Michel, Emile.
Rembrandt; 1304. 1:152*
lSamson & Delilah. 1636. Oassel gallery.
^fChampliii, J ID. cc Perkins, 0:0.
Cyclopedia of painters & paintings. 1000. 4:103, 100.





. Samson delivered to the Philistines , n.d. King's palace, Berlin.
C Michel, Emile.
Rembrandt. 1894. 1:27-23.
Samson threatening his father-in-lavr . abt. 1635. Berlin museum.
^ Ltlbke, ",/ilhelm. von, & Ltttzow, II:FjA. von.
Denknaler der 3:unst. 1834. Atlas, pi. 96:4 text p. 296.
Michel, Emile.
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Handbook of painting. I860* p. 344
•
Samson' s marriage feast . 1G30. Dresden gallery.
Michel, Emile.
Rembrandt. 1304. 1:226-27.
Saakia, Portrait of. 1632. Haro collection.
^ Michel, Emile.
Rembrandt. 1894. 1:166, 168.
Saskia, Portrait of. 1632. Leichenstein collection.
^Qvlichel, Emile.
Rembrandt. 1894. 1:168-69, 172.
Saskic, Portrait of. 1632. Stockholm museum.
m Michel, Emile.
Rembrandt. 1894. 1:168-69.
Saskia, Portrait of. 1633. Berlin print room.
^ No t*zt.
La Farge, John.







Sash i a, Portrait of. abt. 1633-34. Oassol gallery.
"rChamplin, JJD. & Perkins, C:C.
Cyclopedia of painters & paintings. 1900* 4:117.
Ikit
P Masters in art. 1900. p. 31. pi. 4.




Rembrandt. 1304. 1:173, 174.




Shepherds reposing at night, n.d. national gallery of Ireland,
JL* No text.
Armstrong, Walter.
Rembrandt: Amsterdam & London. (see Magazine of art, 1898-
90, 831223.)
(The ) shipbuilder & his wife. 1633. Buckingham palace, London.
Masters in art. 1900. p. 33. pi. 9.
c
Michel, Emile.
Rembrandt. 1804. 1:142, 143-44.





Sortie of the Banning dock company. 164°. Rijksmuseum.
' Armstrong, '.'/alter.
Rembrandt. (see Portfolio, 1892, 15:112.)
p'- Boll, Mrs. ll.R.E. (Mengens.)
Elementary history of art. Ed. 3. 138D. p. 237.
7
V
; Ohamplin, J!D. & Perkins, OiO.
Cyclopedia of painters & paintings. 1900. 4:205-06.
F c ICole, Timothy,




History of painting. 1879. pi. 234:3.
Lflbke, Wilhelm von, & Ltttzow, K:F;A. non.
Denkm&ler der kunst. Ed. 4. 1834. Atlas pi. 96:2 text p 295,
^ Masters in art. 1900. p. 31-32. pi. 5.
Michel, Emile.
Rembrandt. 1894. p. 277-92, 296-98.
Hail York (state) - University - House education dep f t.
Travelling pictures. (Bulletin 32) 1900. p. 345.
No text.
Poore, H.R.
Pictorial composition. 1903. p. 148.
it Radcliffe, A.G.
,non . \;Ht;i .vor^B.
•JUB X
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Schoolp cc masters of painting. 1005, p. 310.
^fViardot, Louis.
Brief history of the painters of all schools. 1877. P. 332,333.
Wonders of European art. 1871. p. 178-70, 181-82.
Sportsman with a b ittern. 1639. Dresden gallery.
C l.iichel, Emile.
Rembrandt. 1894. p. 227-29.
Staalmeisters, see Syndics of the cloth hall.
Standard - bearer. abt. 1662-64. Lord Warwick.
"^T Michel, Emile.
Rembrandt. 1894. 2:179, 181-82.
(The ) storm . 1640. Brunswick gallery.
"^t Michel, Emile.
Rembrandt. 1804. 1:312-13, 2:222.










Study of an old man. abt. 1630. Louvre.
Michel, Emile.
Rembrandt. 1004. 1:12.
Study of an old man. 1632. Cass el museum.
n Michel, Emile.
Rembrandt. 1804. 1:109, 110.
Supper at Emmans . 1648. Louvre, Paris.
1
Baschet, Ludovic, pub.
(Le) panorama; nos musees nationaux. n.d. unp.
^ HO t6Xt.
Christ at Emmans. (see Art amateur, Aug. 1898, 39:45
Emery, M.S.
How to enjoy pictures. 1898. p. 178-82.
International art association.
(The) fine art5. 1900-02. p. 462.
La Farge, John.
Rembrandt. (see HQ Clure, April 190J?, 18:506.)
c










(detail) 1648. Louvre, Paris.
Rensselaer, M.G. van.
Old Dutoh masters. Rembrandt. (see Century, Dec. 1003, 25: 160
J
Susanna & the Elders . 1647. Berlin museum.
"Alichel, Emile.
Rembrandt. 1804. 1:5-6.
Susamma at the bath (fragment) 1637. Hague museum.
Michel, Emile.
Rembrandt. 1304. 1:225-26.
Syndics of the cloth hall. 1661. Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam.
-4f Nn text.
De Forest, J.B.
Short history of art. 1881. p. 286.
^f No t^xt.
Koehler, S.R.
History of painting. 1370. pi. 234 «4.
''La Par^e, John.
Rembrandt. (see He Clure, April 1002, 18:511, 514.)
.Jl. No text.
^ Lttbke, Wilhelm.
Outlines of the history of art. 1881. p. 560.
+9Masters m art. 1000. p. 33. pi. 10.
Michel, Emile.
Rembrandt. 1804. p. 152.-50.
[i bit
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«4r Mow York (state) - University - Hone education dep't.
Travelling picture. (Bulletin 32) 1900. p. 347.
Titus, Portrait of. 1655. Mr. Rudolf Kann.
^ Fnedlander, U.J.




Titus, Portrait of. 1658-60. Wallace collection.
Spielmann, II. H.
Gens of the Wallace collection. (see Magazine of art, 1900-
01, 25:163-67.)
+ No text.





Brief history of the painters of all schools. 1877. p. 333.





Tobias & the angel. (see Portfolio, 1886, 17:168, 169.













(The) unmerciful servant, abt. 1664. Wallace collection.
^ Spielmann, U.K.
Gems of the Wallace collection. (see Magazine of art. l n 00-
01. °5:35, 36.






Vision of Daniel. n.d. Berlin museum.
C Michel, Emile.
Rembrandt. 1894. 2:19, SO.
Van Dyke, J;0.
Art for art's sake. 1893. p. 50.
Windmill, n.d. Bowood.
1 Emery, M.S.





V/ inter scene . 1G46. Cassel museum.
WMiohel, Emile.
Rembrandt. 1°(M. 1:316.
cman at the window , n.d. Haseltine collection.
Michel, Emile.
Rembrandt. 1894. 2:204.
V/oman bathing . 1G54. national gallery, London.
Michel., Emile*
Rembrandt. 1804. 2:70-71, 74.
Woman taken in adultry. 1644. Rational gallery, London.
C Heath, Richard.
(The) gospel according to Rembrandt. (see Contemporary re-





Epochs of tainting. 1864. p. 423-24.
Younr woman at window. abt. 1G65. Berlin museum.
Michel, Emile.
Rembrandt. 1894^ 2:146-4 7
.

RU1SDAEL , JAOOB ^ 1625( t)-I682.
General criticism & biography.
Bell, Mrs. N.R.2. (lleugens)
Elementary history of art* 1830. p. 054-55.
Binyon, Laurence.
Dutch etchers of the seventeenth century. (see Portfolio,
1305, 26:47-50.)
Blanc, Charles.
Grammar of painting & engraving. 1874. p. 013.
dole, Timothy.
Old Dutch masters. Jacob van Ruisdael. (see Century, July
1304, 26:363-65.)
Hamerton, P.G.
Landscape. 1800. p. 142-43,
Hoyt, D.L.
Handbook of historic schools of painting. 3.800. p. 146-47.
Hoyt, D.L.
World* s painters & their pictures. 1000. p. 002-03.
International art association.
(The) fine arts. 1000-02. p. 46.
Larousse, P. A.




History of art. I860. 2:417-:] 8.
Manual of the fine arts. 1866. p. 132-33.
Mason, E.
Jacob Rnysdael. (see Harper, Fob. 1884, 60:414-17.)
Radcliffe, A.G.
Schools & masters of painting. 1095. p. 328-29.
t
Rnysdael, Jacob. (see Encypaedia Britannic a. Ed. 9. 1375-89.
21:123..)
Van Dyke, J:0:
Text-book of the history of painting. 1894. p. 215-14.
Viardot, Louis.
Wonders of European art. 1871. p. 217-21.
Waagen, G.F;
Handbook of painting. 1860. p. 457-42,





Bleaching ground. National gallery, London.
V^- No taxt /Our illustrated note-book. (see Magazine of art, 1808, 151359.)




Precis d'historic del'art. 1886. p. 207.
(The) cornfield.
Binyon, Laurence.




^ Delaborde, Vicomte Henri.
Engraving. 1886. p. 139.
Duplessis, Georges.
(The) wonders of engraving. 1871. p. 112.
No
Viardot, Louis.
Brief history of the painters of all schools. 1877. p. 360.
Cornfield.
Wonmity R.N.
Epochs of painting. 1864. p. 449-50.





Imagination in landscape painting, (soo- Portfolio lone, 17:30.)
For 5 1 g c one \\>i th two peasants £ a. dop.
Hamcrton, P.G.
Imagination in landscape painting. (see Portfolio 1806,
17131.3
(The) hunt. Royal gallery, Dresden.
JL No text.
Bell, I.Irs. it.R.E. (i.Iengens)
Elementary history of art. 1080. p. 054.
•^Larousse, P. A.
Nouvean Larousse illustre. n.d. 2:701.
**
New York( state) - University - Home education dep't.
Travelling pictures* (Bulletin 30) 1000. p. 340.
No text.
Soul e art c empany
•
Complete art reference catalogue. 1002. p. 1000.
Jews, Cemetery of. Dresden.
& No t*xt.
De Forest, J.B.




History of art. 1860. 2:410.
No text





Histoi"V of* nn.1 n t i nrr 1P70. r>1 °^0«^
Mason, E.
.T n p i ih Pnv <3r'«ip1 ( ci&t* T-T ot't^pt1 T? Vi TO P^. ftp «^ 1 7 *iu oouu i\i iy ou-<7io.L • ^ ooc ncLL vol ^ I1 t? l_> • J. Oi • OOJtIJ./*//
Radcliffe, A.G.
Schools & masters of tainting, 1305. p. 529«
V/aagen, G.F.
Handbook of rjRLTTtirin- i Rfio. n <d/tl
WoT*V R nf f»m l ti ATI mncforic IP 1 1/ 1 c>t\j±i\.a kji. CJI1.LI l o iiido ot?X i> • loJ"i, JL-LTt— JLOc
TLftbke, V/ilhelm. von, & Ltitzow, K:F;A.
ol(J.
Landscape. National gallery, London.
.
<X> No text
Middlcton, J # H.




Text—book of nnintinr -n on i





Imagination in landscape painting. (see portfolio, 1^86,
17:08.)
pand^ane v/i tfr villain churches in d i g t nnoe .
W^ Nc text.
Hamerton, r.tr.
Imagination in landscape painting, (se portfolio, 1886
17:? 56.
)
(a) little bridge .
'^ijtibke, r/ilhelm, von & Ltitzow, K:F;A. von.
Denkmaler der kunst. 1884. Atlas, pi. 101-7 text p. 308.





History of painting. 1379. pi. 240!f3.
Ruisdael, Jacob van, (portrait)
4 Nr text.
Works of eminent masters. 1054. p. 113.
(The ) rustic bridge . *
^ Nc text.
Works of eminent masters. 1854. p. 116.
Scheveningon, Coast view of. National gallery, London.
Cole, Timothy.
Old Dutch masters. Jacob van Ruisdeel. (see Century, July
1804, 26:363.)
^L. 14 c text.
Tho Bingham Iviildway sale. (see Magazine of art, 1803, 16:376.)

- 69 -
otorm blowing np. James Ross, Montreal.
laylor, A.i.
Turner oc Koysdael at Montreal. (see Art journal, oept. 1 '01,
53:~Rn.
)
U nc ; S T.7amp. ot« JrCoersburg.
*
Goodyear, wtBI
History of art. 1888. p. 330.
(The) thicHct. Louvre, Pens,
Cole, Timothy.
Old Dutch masters. Jacob van Kuisdael. (see Century, July
^ No t«*t
Mason, E.





» V l^n text.
International art association.
(The) fine arts. 1900-02. P. 02,
(The) travellers.
"5 B inyon, Laur one e •
Dutch etchers of the seventeenth century. (see Portfolio
1S95Z:48.
)






Imagination in landscape painting. (sea Portfolio, 1886,
17:110.
)
(The) waterfall. Dresden gallery.
No text.
Bell, Mrs. N.R.E. (Mengens)
Elementary hisotry of art. 1880. p. 255.
(The ) 7/indmill. Kijks museum, .amstcrdam.
ijole, Timothy.
uld jjutch masters. Jacob van nuisdael. (see uentury, July
1804, 26:363.)
ornery, m.o.
how to enjoy pictures. 18#8. p. 8-11.
•jf No text.
uoodyear, w:H.
nenaissance « modern art. 1804. p. 103.
+ Nq\y York (state)- University - Home education. dap* t.
Travelling pictures. (Bulletin 32) 1000. p. 350.
No text
ooule art company, Boston.




General critic! sm & biography,
Ohamplin, j:d. & Perkins, CiC.
Cyclopedia of painters & paintings. 1000. 4:440-50.
Gov/cr, I&ald,
Figure painters of Holland, 1801. p. 40-44.
Hoyt, u.ij.
Handbook of historic schools of painting. 1800. p. 145.
uarousse,r »A«
urand dictionnaire universel. 1865. 15:1378-70.
Mason* E.
Philip Y/otiverraans. (see Harper. Liar. 1883, 66:558-04.;
Radcliffe, A.G.
Schools Z. masters of painting. 1805. p. 331,
Viardot, Louis.
Wonders of European art. 1871. p. 204-05.
Y/aagen, G.F.
Handbook of painting. 1860. p. 307-400.






Afternoon landscape with a white horse , Wallace collection.
^ Spielmann, M.H.





Wonders of European art. 1871. p. °04.
Uoparture for the phage with the falcoae . Dresden gallery.
*fc Liarousse, r.A.
Nouvean i,arousse illustre". n.d. 3:629.
halt of hunters. Louvre, Far is.
•^Larousse, P. a.





Philip Wonvernans. (see Harper Mar. 1083, <6:559.)
(The) harvest fflgggn. Leuchtenberg gallery.
"W J*o text
Koehler, S.R.




^CLttbke, Wilhelra von, & Lutzow, K:P;A.





Figure painters of Holland. 1801. p. 41.
+r ho
V/ormun, R.N.
Epochs of painting. 1864. p. 446.
On the sea-shor e National gallery.
"#0n the sea-shore. (see Portfolio 1887, 18:65.)
Shed with horses . see Inn stable.
Watering place . Munich gallery.
Oharaplin, J.D. & Perkins, 0:C.




History of painting. 1879. pi. 240:6.



